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A B S T R A C T

{101̄2} twinning occurs extensively in Mg to accommodate plastic deformation. With multiple active twin
variants, twin–twin interaction occurs and this often forms twin–twin boundaries. In this work, the {112̄2}

twin–twin boundary is studied using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis and atomistic simulations.
EBSD data show that many of the twin–twin boundaries align well with {112̄2} or {112̄6} planes. Further,
atomistic simulations reveal dynamically the formation of {112̄2} boundary via the interaction of two non-co-
zone {101̄2} twin variants. Moreover, the twinning mode of the {112̄2} boundary is found to be an extension
twin with second undistorted plane of {112̄6}. In addition, the {112̄2} boundaries contribute significantly to
the 60◦ ⟨011̄0⟩ peak in the misorientation histogram; they also play an essential role in the unique strong strain
hardening under 𝑐-axis tension. Our findings are crucial for completing the twinning theories for Mg.

1. Introduction

Deformation twinning in Mg has been explored in great details over
the past decades because of its profuse quantity even at room temper-
ature and its significance to the strength and strain hardenings [1–
12]. The operative twinning modes in Mg include {101̄2} extension
twin, {101̄1} contraction twin, and {101̄1}-{101̄2}/{101̄3}-{101̄2} dou-
ble twins [13,14]. Due to its relatively low activation stress, the {101̄2}
twin is the predominant twinning mode and often constitutes the major-
ity of twins characterized experimentally. When one particular {101̄2}
twin variant has the highest Schmid factor, a large number of grains
are found to twin on this variant. On the other hand, when multiple
{101̄2} variants have similarly high Schmid factors, many grains are
found to twin simultaneously on different {101̄2} variants [15]. When
different {101̄2} variants within the same grain grow into each other,
their interactions lead to the formation of complex twin–twin structures
and twin–twin boundaries [16–19].

Early studies on twin–twin interactions in hcp metals revealed the
strong correlation between twin–twin interactions and strain harden-
ing [20–22]. In addition, a study of tension–compression of single
crystal Mg reported that twin–twin boundaries are critical to the retar-
dation of detwinning, because of the unfavorable dissociation of twin–
twin boundary dislocations [23]. In the electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD) misorientation histogram of pure Mg and it alloys [16,24],
the prominent peak at 87◦ with a ⟨1̄21̄0⟩ rotation axis corresponds
to the {101̄2} twins. Additionally, another peak is often observed at
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55-60◦ with a ⟨011̄0⟩ rotation axis and is attributed to twin–twin

boundaries [16–18]. This local misorientation peak suggests that the

twin–twin boundaries exist in large quantities, which has stimulated

further studies on twin–twin boundaries.

Yu et al. [18] conducted a systematic study on the twin–twin

interactions in Mg using EBSD and theoretical analysis. They found

several possible twin–twin boundary planes, which is determined by

the crystallographical orientation of the interacting primary {101̄2}

twins. Among the twin–twin interactions reported, the case of {112̄2}

boundary is particularly interesting because {112̄2} twin is one of the

predominant twinning modes in other hcp metals, such as Ti and

Zr [25–29]. In fact, there have been several preliminary evidences

that {112̄2} twins might exist in hcp Mg, though a solid conclusion

is still lacking. For example, {112̄2} and {112̄6} twins were observed

in Ostapovets et al.’s experiment and molecular dynamics (MD) simu-

lation, which was interpreted as the product of {101̄2}-{101̄2} double

twins where the primary twin is completely retwinned into the sec-

ondary twin [30]. In addition, Cayron observed {112̄2} and {112̄6}

twins in Mg single crystal experimentally [31] and proposed a one-

step twinning mechanism based on a (58◦, ⟨011̄0⟩) prototype stretch
twin [32]. More recently, Chen et al. combined experiments and MD

simulations to study twin–twin interactions and found that 60◦⟨011̄0⟩
boundaries form through the impingement of different {101̄2} twin

variants. They concluded that these boundaries are not {112̄2} twin
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boundaries, because these boundaries do not align with any {112̄2}

planes and are rather incoherent [33].
Though there were a few reports of {112̄2} twins in Mg, neither

the post-mortem experimental characterization [18,30,31] nor the the-
oretical proposal of a new twinning mode [32,34] can reveal the
dynamic formation process. Without capturing the dynamic process,
the same post-mortem experimental characterization—{112̄2} bound-
ary in Mg—could be attributed to fundamentally different mechanisms
following different formation pathways [30,32–34]. Moreover, its rel-
evance to {112̄2} twins remain largely unknown. In this work, we
aim to gain an in-depth understanding of the twin–twin interactions
and possible formation of {112̄2} boundaries in Mg through combined
experimental characterization and atomistic modeling. Specifically, the
crystallographic planes of the twin–twin boundaries are characterized
experimentally using EBSD analysis, and the dynamic formation process
of the twin–twin boundary and the equivalent twinning mode are ana-
lyzed using atomistic simulations. In addition, its possible contribution
to the EBSD misorientation peak of 55-60◦ ⟨011̄0⟩ and to the strong
strain hardening present in the stress–strain curves are also discussed.
The findings in this work will be an important step for completing the
twin formation theories in Mg and bridging theories with experimental
observations.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the
methods for experiments and atomistic simulations. In Section 3 we
present the results and study and analyze our finding obtained from
experiments and simulations. In Section 4 we discuss the effect of twin–
twin boundaries on misorientation peak and strain hardening rate in
more details. Finally, we present the conclusions in Section 5.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Experiments

The sample used for the mechanical experiments is a 76.2-mm-thick
rolled AZ31B (Mg-3Al-1Zn) plate. The EBSD scan is taken on three
orthotropic planes: normal direction, rolling direction, and transverse
direction. The initial microstructure consists of nearly equiaxial grains
with an average grain size of approximately 50 μm. Due to rolling, the
sample presents a strong basal texture with the 𝑐-axes of most grains
oriented approximately parallel to the normal direction.

During the mechanical loading, the rolled AZ31B is compressed
along the rolling direction using a servo-hydraulic axial-torsion Instron
fatigue testing machine with an axial load capacity of ±222 kN. The
tests are conducted under strain control at a strain rate of 0.005 s−1.
The strain is measured using a clip-on extensometer with a gage length
of 12.7 mm and a strain range of ±0.40. The specimens are machined
along the rolling direction and have a solid cross-section with a 14 mm
gage length and an 8 mm diameter.

The microstructure is characterized using companion specimens
tested up to the strains of 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, and up to
fracture (strain of 0.15). Cross-section samples for EBSD analysis are
cut from the gage section of the tested specimen with the scan plane
perpendicular to the loading direction. The samples are mechanically
ground using SiC sandpapers down to P1200 grit size, followed by
vibratory polishing using aluminum oxide with particle size of 0.05 μm

and etching with 3% Nital for 5 s. The EBSD scans are taken in a Joel
7100 F field emission scanning electron microscope equipped with an
Oxford HKL Channel 5 instrument at an acceleration voltage of 20 kV.
The working distance is 25 mm, and the step size is 0.7 μm for the
scanned area of 500 × 500 μm2.

The EBSD scans are analyzed to construct the inverse pole figure
and band contrast map. Following the label convention adopted by
Yu et al. [18], the symbols T𝑖 (𝑖=1–6) represent the six {101̄2} twin
variants. T1 represents the (101̄2)[1̄011] variant, while increasing sub-
scripts correspond to other variants rotated counter-clockwise around
the 𝑐-axis. The twin boundaries identified in the band contrast maps are

{101̄2} extension twin boundary (86◦ ± 5◦⟨12̄10⟩), {101̄1} compression
twin boundary (56◦±5◦⟨12̄10⟩), and compression–extension double twin
boundary (37.5◦±5◦⟨12̄10⟩). The twin–twin boundaries are identified as
non-co-zone ones (60◦ ± 5◦⟨101̄0⟩) and co-zone ones (7.4◦ ± 5◦⟨12̄10⟩).

2.2. Molecular dynamics simulations

The molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are performed using the
LAMMPS package [35]. The interactions between Mg atoms are mod-
eled by the embedded-atom model potential developed by Wilson and
Mendelev [36]. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in all three
directions and the integration time step of 1 fs is used. Microstructure
evolution is visualized using OVITO [37]. Common neighbor analy-
sis [38,39] is adopted to identify the crystalline structure, with hcp, fcc,
bcc, and non-crystalline atoms shown in cyan, green, red and yellow,
respectively. Mechanical loading is applied at a constant strain rate of
108 s−1 and under a temperature of 10 K to reduce the effect of thermal
fluctuation.

Initially, one million Mg atoms are created in a simulation box of
32 × 28 × 26 nm3. Then the temperature is increased gradually from
300 K to 1248 K, which is well above the melting point of Mg (923
K). In order to ensure that the Mg single crystal melts completely, the
entire simulation domain is then relaxed using an isothermal–isobaric
ensemble with the pressure set to 1 atm and the temperature to 1248
K for 500 ps. Subsequently, the Mg melt is quenched from 1248 K to
room temperature with a cooling rate of 0.135 K/ps, which is then re-
laxed by two consecutive energy minimization to guarantee a complete
relaxation of the internal force and stress. The quenching process leads
to a nanotwinned Mg that further detwins under the loading of 𝑧-axis
tension. Finally, we obtain a single crystal Mg with residual defects,
such as basal stacking faults, 𝐼1 stacking faults, pyramidal and prismatic
dislocations. This single crystal Mg is referred to as the initial structure
(parent phase) in the simulation section.

3. Results

3.1. Experiments

3.1.1. Twin structure evolution
When the AZ31B plate is subjected to compression along the rolling

direction, {101̄2} extension twins have a high Schmid factor and nucle-
ate at early stages of deformation. As shown in Fig. 1, the microstruc-
ture is heavily twinned and the twin volume fraction reaches 68% at
a strain of 6%. Besides considerable extension twin boundaries (the
blue boundaries in the band contrast map), the activation of multiple
twin variants in the same grain induces a substantial amount of twin–
twin interactions, forming many twin–twin boundaries (the yellow and
green boundaries in the band contrast map in Fig. 1a). For instance,
grain G1, depicted in Fig. 1b, is heavily twinned by two non-co-zone
{101̄2} extension twin variants, T4 and T5. The analysis of the T4–
T5 boundaries show that these boundaries lie almost parallel to the
{112̄2} or {112̄6} plane traces of both T4 and T5, as marked in the band
contrast map in Fig. 1b. The stereographic projections of the {112̄2}

and {112̄6} plane zones of T4 and T5 are also presented in Fig. 1b. It is
noted that T4 and T5 have intersecting {112̄2} or {112̄6} planes (dotted
circles), indicating that {112̄2} and {112̄6} planes of each twin variant
are parallel.

With further deformation, the majority of the grains are fully
twinned and the total twin volume fraction reaches 98% before frac-
ture (15% strain). As shown in Fig. 2, a large number of twin–twin
boundaries are visible in grains with multiple active twin variants. For
instance, grain G2, depicted in Fig. 2b, is fully twinned by T3 and T2 (or
T6 and T5). As shown by the band contrast map of grain G2 in Fig. 2(b),
the interaction of the non-co-zone twins completely eliminates the blue
boundaries and only leaves the green boundaries, which align well with
{112̄2} or {112̄6} planes. The stereographic projections of the {112̄2}
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Fig. 1. EBSD inverse pole figure maps and band contrast maps of rolled AZ31B plate subjected to a compressive strain of 6%. (a) 500×500 μm2 scan; (b) detailed representation of
Grain G1 showing the {101̄2} twin variants and trace analysis of twin–twin boundaries (green). The stereographic projections of the {112̄2} and {112̄6} planes of the twin variants
are also represented.

and {112̄6} plane zones show that T3 and T2 have intersecting planes
(dotted circles), indicating that {112̄2} and {112̄6} planes of each twin
variant are parallel. More detailed microstructure characterization at
all strain levels tested can be found in Carneiro et al.’s work [19].
Notably, these {112̄2} boundaries exhibit a twin-like morphology,
as shown in the band contrast map in Fig. 2b. Thus, its relation-
ship to the {112̄2} twins will be investigated later in the simulation
section.

3.1.2. Strain hardening rate
The evolution of the stress as well as the plastic strain hardening

rate has been quantified in coauthor Carneiro’s work on the twin-
ning characteristics under three loading conditions [19]. As shown in
Fig. 3a, the evolution of the plastic strain hardening rate shows three
distinct stages: fast decrease due to microscopic yielding (Stage I),
sequential increase (Stage II), and progressive decrease (Stage III) until
fracture. In general, the strong strain hardening in Mg and its alloys is
attributed to texture hardening and dynamic Hall–Petch effect [40,41],
the latter of which is caused by the impedance of dislocations by

primary {101̄2} twin boundaries. Here, to understand the mechanism

behind the monotonic increasing strain hardening in Stage II, the

evolution of the length fraction of twin boundaries and twin–twin

boundaries of different types is shown in Fig. 3b. Specifically, during

Stage II, the fractions of the total twin boundaries as well as the

{101̄2} twin boundaries decrease, while the twin–twin boundary length

fraction of both co–zone and non-co-zone types keeps increasing. This

correlation between the increasing twin–twin boundary length fraction

and the increasing strain hardening rate indicates that the twin–twin

boundary contributes significantly to the strain hardening in Mg alloys.

Given this importance, we will further investigate its detailed formation

process, its twin-like morphology, and the preferential alignment along

{112̄2} and {112̄6} planes, which will be achieved in the next section

using atomistic simulations. It is worth noting that the reducing strain

hardening rate in Stage III was attributed to the activation of non-basal

slip in the twinned grains, as revealed by crystal plasticity modeling in

Ref. [19].
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Fig. 2. EBSD inverse pole figure maps and band contrast maps of rolled AZ31B compressed to fracture, at a strain of 15%. (a) 500 × 500 μm2 scan; (b) detailed representation of
Grain G2 showing the {101̄2} twin variants and trace analysis of twin–twin boundaries (green). The stereographic projections of the {112̄2} and {112̄6} planes of the twin variants
are also represented.

3.2. Atomistic simulations

3.2.1. twin–twin interactions
To activate multiple twin variants, we apply tensile loading along

the 𝑧-axis to the initial single crystal Mg constructed in Section 2.2. The
first {101̄2} twin variant (marked as T2 in Fig. 4) nucleates at 0.88%
strain. When the applied strain reaches 1.04%, the second {011̄2} twin
variant (marked as T3) nucleates from a pyramidal dislocation that
is pinned between two 𝐼1 partial stacking faults (Fig. 4a). It should
be noted that they are non-co-zone {101̄2} variants as their common
zone axes of twinning are different. The projection along the respective
common zone axis of each extension twin is shown in Figs. 4c and
4d to demonstrate the twin relationship. Clearly, twin variant T3 is
misoriented by 86 ∼ 89◦ around the ⟨112̄0⟩ axis from the parent phase,
which is the same for twin variant T2 (Fig. 4c). With a high Schmid
factor of 0.433, T2 grows quickly upon strain increment and impinges
on T3 at a strain of 1.24% (Fig. 4b). In contrast, T3 has a lower Schmid
factor of 0.235 and grows at a much slower speed. With increasing
strain, T2 and T3 grow into each other until, finally, the parent phase
is completely consumed by T2 at a strain of 12%.

Notably, the above process observed in our MD simulation follows

the mechanism proposed by Nave and Barnett [16]. Specifically, based

on experimental observation, they proposed that the parent structure

twins on {101̄2} and {011̄2} planes simultaneously and the twin–twin

boundary is formed around the less mobile twin variant when the

parent is fully consumed by the more mobile twin variant. Indeed, the

simultaneous twinning on two variants in our MD simulation results in

the formation of {112̄2} boundaries in between. Specifically, Fig. 5a

shows the moment when T2 and T3 are about to meet each other,

which is viewed from the 𝑐-axis of the parent structure. At this time,

variants T2 and T3 are still bounded by {101̄2} twin boundaries with

respect to the parent structure. They then grow into each other and

finally form a coherent boundary along the common {112̄2} planes

of T2 and T3 (Fig. 5b). Similar to our experimental observation in

Fig. 2b, the newly formed boundary shows twin-like signatures, such

as the lenticular morphology of T3 shown in Fig. 5c. Furthermore, the

misorientation between T2 and T3 is measured to be 62
◦, which is close

to the theoretical misorientation angle of 63◦ for {112̄2} twins [30].

Finally, the {112̄2} boundaries consist of apparent three-atom unit
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Fig. 3. Mechanical response and evolution of twin boundaries length fraction on rolled AZ31B plate compressed along the rolling direction until fracture. (a) Compressive
stress–plastic strain (𝜎–𝜀𝑝) and plastic strain hardening rate (d𝜎/d𝜀𝑝–𝜀𝑝) curves; (b) twin–parent boundaries and twin–twin boundaries length fraction evolution.
Source: Adapted from Carneiro et al. [19]

Fig. 4. Microstructure evolution in the Mg structure under the 𝑧-axis compression. (a)
Nucleation of two twin variants T2 and T3 from the parent phase. (b) Fast growth of
T2 due to the high Schmid factor. (c) and (d) are the close-up views of the framed
regions in (b) in the respect common zone axis, demonstrating the {101̄2} extension
twin relation.

structures (Fig. 5d) that has been identified as the atomistic signature
of {112̄2} twin boundary in previous MD simulations [42].

Previously, crystallographic analysis was conducted to understand
the twin–twin interactions observed in Mg experiments [18,43]. Based

on that a common interface bisecting two twinning planes, the twin–
twin interaction boundary was predicted to be parallel to the (11̄00)
plane in the parent, which bonds (1̄21̄2) plane in one {101̄2} twin
and bonds (2̄112̄) plane in the other {101̄2} twin. In this work, our
MD simulation demonstrates the dynamic process of the twin–twin
interactions and provides direct evidence of the resulting formation of
{112̄2} twin-like boundaries. It should be noted that these boundaries
can be coherent, as shown in Fig. 5d, in contrast to the incoherent
boundaries observed in Chen et al.’s MD study [33].

3.2.2. Twinning mode
The equivalent twinning mode of the {112̄2} twin–twin boundaries

will be examined to understand its relevance to the previous reports of
{112̄2} twins in Mg and the {112̄2} twins in Ti and Zr. To unambigu-
ously distinguish the exact twinning mode, it is imperative to examine
the second undistorted 𝐾2 plane for the {112̄2} twin-like boundaries
in our MD simulation. To this end, we will follow the strategy of
determining the 𝐾2 plane for {101̄1} transformation twins in Ti and
Zr that are formed by quenching-induced bcc→hcp phase transforma-
tion [27]. Specifically, the assumption is that the two twin variants
are crystallographically equivalent with respect to the parent structure.
Therefore, the 𝐾2/𝐾

′
2
planes in the two daughter phases (T2/T3) should

correspond to the same plane in the parent phase. As such, a {112̄0}

plane in the parent structure is traced during the deformation process,
and is found to transform into {112̄6} planes in both variants T2 and T3,
as shown in Fig. 6. In other words, the twin–twin interaction induced
{112̄2} twin has a 𝐾2 plane of {112̄6} and its conjugate twinning mode
is {112̄6} twin.

Similar to the identification of the 𝐾2 plane, the atoms near the
{112̄2} boundary are traced and the observed atomic movement is
further plotted in the dichromatic complex in Fig. 7a. Obviously, this
is a 𝑞 = 8 mode and was referred to as 𝑏4 {112̄2} mode previ-
ously [44] (the subscript in 𝑏4 represents the step height of the twinning
disconnection). In principle, the {112̄2} twinning mode observed in
this work corresponds to the same twinning mode as in previous
studies [30,32,34], though involving different formation mechanisms.
Specifically, Ostapovets et al. [30] proposed a new twinning mode in
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Fig. 5. The nucleation and growth of the two {101̄2} extension twins and the formation of coherent {112̄2} twin boundary. (a) The nucleation and (b) growth of T2 and T3,
projected along the 𝑐-axis of the parent phase. (c) The interaction between T2 and T3 variants and formation of coherent {112̄2} twin boundary. (d) Formation of long coherent
{112̄2} twin boundaries on both sides of variant T3 due to the interaction with variant T2. (e) The orientation relation of the two {101̄2} variants and the parent phase.

Mg as {112̄2} extension twin, which is formed when the primary {101̄2}
twin is completely re-twinned by a secondary {101̄2} twin. In addition,
Cayron [32] proposed a new twinning mode of one-step (58◦,𝒂+ 𝟐𝒃)

prototype stretch twin that has a habit plane of {112̄2} (or its conjugate
{112̄6}). More recently, Gao et al. derived the {112̄2} extension twin us-
ing the well-known transformation matrices of hcp→bcc and bcc→hcp
phase transformations [34].

Last but not the least, it is important to note that the {112̄2} here (𝑏4
mode) are extension twins [44], while the operative {112̄2} twinning
mode observed in Zr and Ti experiments (𝑏3 mode, as shown in Fig. 7b)
are contraction twins. As a result, the 𝑏3 {112̄2} contraction twins
are profuse in 𝑐-axis compression of Ti and Zr, while the 𝑏4 {112̄2}

extension twins mostly form in 𝑐-axis tension of hcp materials. Under
𝑐-axis tension, the 𝑏4 {112̄2} twins—formed by twin–twin interaction or
through other mechanisms [30,32,34]—will directly compete with the
primary {101̄2} twin in other regions of the same grain. Meanwhile,
given the strong basal texture of rolled Mg and thus similar loading
sense among many grains, these {112̄2} twins will also compete with
the primary {101̄2} twins in other grains in the polycrystal aggregates.
Therefore, the 𝑏4 {112̄2} twin boundaries are not expected to show
significant migration, given the high mobility of the primary {101̄2}

twins. We emphasize that these immobile 𝑏4 {112̄2} twins serve as
strong barriers for subsequent slip and contribute to the unique strong
strain hardening under 𝑐-axis tension.

4. Discussion

The orientation relation between the parent structure and variants
T2 and T3 is directly extracted from our MD simulation as illustrated
in Fig. 5e. Their orientation relation is consistent with that of the
{112̄2} boundaries observed in our experiments of AZ31B (Figs. 1b and
2b). Specifically, the 𝑐-axis of the parent is also the common ⟨011̄0⟩-
axis shared by variant T2 and T3. In other words, the misorientation
between T2 and T3 is around 60◦ across the ⟨011̄0⟩ axis. Notably,
this has an important implication that these twin boundaries, which
form through twin–twin interactions, correspond to the aforementioned
55-60◦ ⟨011̄0⟩ peaks in the misorientation histograms obtained ex-
perimentally [16,24]. This relation is further supported by two facts.
Firstly, this 60◦ ⟨011̄0⟩ peak is only prominent in the 𝑐-axis tension
experiment, while absent from the 𝑐-axis contraction experiment [16].

This is because twin–twin boundary is only expected in the loading con-
dition that permits extension twins—which is 𝑐-axis tension—because
they are formed by the reaction of two extension twins. Secondly, Hong
et al. [17] found that a peak emerged at 60◦⟨011̄0⟩ when the strain
reached 5%. Afterwards, this peak increased significantly, while, con-
comitantly, the peak at ∼ 86◦⟨1̄21̄0⟩ kept decreasing. This is because the
formation of twin–twin boundaries eliminates the original interacting
extension twin boundaries.

Furthermore, twin–twin boundaries play an important role in strain
hardening. Specifically, the {112̄2} boundary observed in our MD sim-
ulation does not migrate with subsequent loading. As pointed out by
Roberts and Partridge [43], the two interacting {101̄2} twins have
different shear directions and the resulting complex stress field blocks
further growth of the two interacting twins. As a result, these immobile
boundaries can significantly impede the dislocation motion in the
same way as grain boundaries, leading to hardening for subsequent
dislocation slip.

Finally, we note that the stress–strain curve of Mg shows a strong
strain hardening unique to 𝑐-axis tension, while such hardening is
absent from 𝑐-axis compression. The strain hardening behavior under
𝑐-axis tension is, in general, attributed to texture hardening and twin-
boundary-induced dynamic Hall–Petch effect [40,41]. However, the
predominant {101̄2} twin boundaries are extremely mobile—they can
deposit easily into grain boundaries when the twin volume fraction is
large, thus losing the hardening ability for subsequent slip. In contrast,
the immobile {112̄2} twin–twin boundaries can serve as stronger barri-
ers to dislocation motion. This is further substantiated by experimental
observations that twin–twin boundaries provide sustained strain hard-
ening in AZ31B alloy even after the volume fraction of {101̄2} twins
starts to decrease [19].

5. Conclusions

In summary, we have combined EBSD analysis and atomistic simu-
lations to study the {112̄2} twin–twin boundary in Mg. Experimentally,
our EBSD analysis showed that many of the twin–twin boundaries
align well with {112̄2} or {112̄6} planes. In addition, the evolution of
boundary volume fraction and the strain hardening rate demonstrated
that twin–twin boundaries contributed significantly to the sequential
increase of the strain hardening rate in Stage II regime. Computation-
ally, our MD simulations revealed dynamically the formation of {112̄2}
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Fig. 6. The determination of 𝐾2 plane for the equivalent twinning mode of the {112̄2} twin–twin boundary. a) One {112̄0} plane in the parent is traced in black. b) With the
formation of two extension twins, the traced plane is found to transform into {112̄6} planes in the two twin variants, T2 and T3. c) The formation of coherent {112̄2} twin–twin
boundary.

Fig. 7. Dichromatic complex of {112̄2} twin boundary projected along ⟨011̄0⟩ direction: (a) 𝑏4 {112̄2} extension twin and (b) 𝑏3 {112̄2} contraction twins. The twinning plane 𝐾1

and shear direction 𝜂1 and conjugate twinning plane 𝐾2 are labeled in the figure. Bottom gray symbols and top open symbols represent the parent; top gray symbols represent the

twin. The four symbols represent four adjacent {11̄00} planes: circle is the plane of plane, diamond and square and triangle are
√
3∕2𝑎 and

√
3∕6𝑎 and 2∕

√
3𝑎 below the paper

respectively.

boundary via the interaction of two non-co-zone {101̄2} twin variants.
Moreover, to understand the relevance to recent studies on {112̄2} twins
in Mg and the {112̄2} twins in Ti and Zr, the equivalent twinning mode
of the {112̄2} boundary were examined and the conjugate twinning
plane was found to be {112̄6}. Finally, we point out that the {112̄2}

boundaries contribute significantly to the peak at 60◦ ⟨011̄0⟩ in the
misorientation histogram; moreover, they are critical to the unique
strong strain hardening under 𝑐-axis tension of Mg and its alloys. The
findings in this work is a critical step for completing the twinning the-
ories for Mg and further applying twinning theories to better interpret
experimental results.
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